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A handbook for activities coordinators in AAA-size high
schools was developed. The result of the study indicated that
management of student activities was moving to the supervision of an assistant principal, and that a representative
document for implementation and organization of student
activities was needed.

Further, the study demonstrated that

a handbook for advisors and for students needed to be
developed to complete the organizational loop.
Data were collected from all AAA-size high schools.
Representative common job responsibilities for a half-time
activities coordinator were provided.
the conclusions were discussed.
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CHAPTER I
Background of the Study
Introduction
Many of those people who are committed to any type of
student activities programs have found, through experience,
that learning actually goes beyond the classroom environment.
Learning reaches into the space where the student council
convenes; it branches to the universities where cheer camp
advisors teach leadership and to the speech tournament where
the students learn to express themselves.
learning
edited.

In addition,

reaches into the newsroom where the school paper is
Often, it is in these various places that students

are allowed to discover themselves.

Many times this is where

personalities emerge, talents are uncovered, friendships
made, and leaders realized.
For many of the people responsible for coordinating
student activities, the constant challenge will be to
remember not to get bogged down in all the daily drudgery
like returning phone calls, arranging transportation for a
field tip, or even organizing a school dance with the
Associated School Body (A.S.B.).

It is essential that these

people realize that all students deserve and need the
opportunities that student activities add to the environment.
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With the above premise in mind, this project was
designed to serve as both a research base and a practical,
one-step source of information, model for action, and
repository for useful material involved in the many phases of
the organization and administration of the student activities
program.
The Washington Interscholastic Activities Association
(W.I.A.A.) classifies high schools by student population.

These classifications include:

B schools, the smallest

classification with a population of less than one hundred;
and the largest classification, triple A (AAA) schools, with
student enrollments of more than one thousand in three
grades.

)

A survey instrument, distributed to the person

responsible for administration and management of the student
activities program in AAA high schools in Washington state,
was developed to determine the common job responsibilities of
the activity coordinator, and to determine who was directly
involved in the administration and management of student
activities.

Purpose
The purpose of this study was to develop a handbook for
activity coordinators.

Suggestions concerning leadership

skills, problem-solving, constitution construction, and other
activities procedures are applicable to student leaders and
advisors, as well as administrators.

Other sections,
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designed as a guide for activity coordinators, provide a
description of duties and responsibilities for advisors and
student officers and should be helpful to newly elected and
selected personnel.

Most important, it is a starting point

and does not require new personnel to start over every year.

Definition of Terms
Activity Coordinator/Director.

The terms coordinator

and director are synonymous in this study.

These terms refer

to that person responsible for planning, organizing,
implementing, and evaluating the student activity program,
excluding athletics. This persons will work with
administrators, advisors, and other appropriate people in a
continuous improvement of the activity program.

The position

may have remuneration on a basis such as a half-time or more
teacher salary.
Student Activities.

Any aspect of student involvement

in school activities which includes any student who is
elected or selected to office and/or participates in

student

organizations (excluding athletics).
Associated Student Body (A.S.B.).

Refers to registered

students at the high school whether or not they take an
active role, in the student activities program.

As

registered students, they become eligible to vote and
participate in any student activity.
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Advisor.

The school-appointed adult who takes on the

responsibility for organizing, implementing, and evaluating
specific student activities.

The advisor works with the

activity coordinator to schedule and communicate student
learning experiences.
Student Leader.

Any student identified, selected, or

elected either formally or informally to work on projects
and/or serves as spokesperson for part or all of the A.S.B.
Washington Interscholastic Activities Association
(W.I.A.A.). (RCW 28A.58.125).

The legal authority

responsible for the control, supervision, and regulation of
interschool extra-curricular activities of an athletic,
cultural, social, or recreational nature for students of a
Washington School District.

Statement of Need
Working from past experience, as well as from research
on various student activity programs, it appeared that a
comprehensive activity coordinator's handbook would be a
positive step toward a smoother and more knowledgeable
transition of the activity coordinators position.

All

activity coordinators from AAA high schools in Washington
state were surveyed to determine:

(1) common job-related

responsi- bilities of the activity coordinator position, and
(2) who was responsible for the administration of student
activities.

All sections of the handbook have incorporated
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activity coordinator input and the end result was a
comprehensive handbook useful to future activity
coordinators, administrators responsible for managing student
activity programs, and/or advisors responsible for specific
student activities.

(NOTE:

This study was intended to serve

the student activity programs only; thus, it excludes
athletics.)

Limitations of the Study
The study dealt with administration and management of
student activities in AAA sized high schools in the state of
Washington.

Much of the focus was done at Kentridge High

School in Kent, Washington.

Summary
Chapter I has provided background information concerning
the study.

Chapter II reviewed the literature pertaining to

the administration and management of various student
activities programs.

Chapter III covered procedures used.

Chapter IV contained a handbook useable by activity coordinators and any administrator responsible for the management
of student activities.

Although much of the research dealt

with student activities administration in Washington state,
this project focused on the activities administration in
Washington state and particularly at Kentridge High School in
Kent, Washington.

Chapter V provided a summary, conclusions,

and recommendations for the study.

CHAPTER II

Review of Related Literature
This chapter has devoted to a review of related
literature and research related to the management and
administration of the student activities program.
Washington State Law stated a definition that qualifies
the meaning of an activities program:
An associated student body organization is a
formal organization of students, including
subcomponents of affiliated student groups
such as student clubs, which are formed with
the approval, and operated subject to control,
of the board of directors of a school district
(R.C.W. 28A.58.115).
However, just establishing an activities program with only
members and a constitution is not enough.

Perry (1983)

say, "To be successful, there must also be duties and/or
projects for the students to perform."

In addition, the

student activities program should also serve as a liaison
between administrators and students.

Grocki (1983) stated,

"The student activities program needs to continuously serve
as a channel to the administration and the rest of the
school."
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Some research indicated that the strength and vitality
of a student activities program is closely related to the
health and welfare of the entire school community.

"The

activities program must be more than an exercise; it must
allow students real input into the policies of the school"
(Geroux, 1974).

If student organizations and student

activity programs are to function properly, they must be
recognized by administrators and teachers as an integral part
of the school community.

Allison (1979) stated, "Further,

research reveals that it is these activities that teach
students critical lessons in leadership, character-building,
communication, teamwork, decision-making, self-worth, and
individual potential which are all carried over to their

)

adult life.

In addition, students tend to do better

academically."
"The organizational aspect, however, is far from the
final straw.

The actual success of any student activities

program lies in the hands of those who manage them"
(Christensen, 1984).

There should be a certified, adult

director who is an administrative officer who is responsible
for the administration and control of student activities.
She/he should be a leader, a teacher, a counselor, a friend.
She/he needs to have many qualities, including the best
educational and professional preparation, a pleasing
personality, sympathy, unbounded enthusiasm, ability, wisdom,
vision, focus, a sound knowledge of psychology, and keen
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appreciation of human nature.

All of the preceding

qualifications are vital because the activity coordinator's
role requires him/her to wear many hats.

"S/he is always the

one who helps coordinate the parade down main street, the
food drives during the holidays, the fundraisers for
charities, the annual blood drive, and all school
elections ... just to name a few"

(Hamilton, 1988).

The school system is not the only recipient of the
activity coordinator's talents.

Students also expect a great

deal from the person in the position of managing the student
activity program.

In addition to various researchers view

points, student opinions were also polled.

Students feel

that it is essential for their activity director to serve as
a confidant, a resource person, a leader, and a support
person as a partial list.

"The most crucial quality,

however, was the sincerity of their coordinator in relations
to his/her group.

Students and staff easily see through an

activities coordinator who is not sincere in his/her efforts.
As a result, if the staff and students lack confidence, this
will be reflected in their projects" (Hass, 1984).
The activity coordinator's role is vital for a
successful student club or student activity.

The support and

motivation that an activity coordinator provides, both short
and long term, aids student growth and enhances school
climate.

Research has provided a brief check list of
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things that students have deemed necessary for an activity
coordinator's success.

Nikiel (1987) suggested the following

list:

1)

Allow students the freedom to make
decisions and learn the consequences of
their choices;

2)

Set high standards for themselves and
expect the same from students and
advisors;

3)

Provide facts without personal bias and
opinion;

4)

Insist on evaluation results for future
committees;

5)

File evaluation results for future
committees;

6)

Be enthusiastic and provide motivation;

7)

Have excellent organizational skills;

8)

Require reports, both verbal and written
to help students meet mutually
established deadlines;

9)

Provide harmony for the group, helping
members and advisors to see the other
person's view point;

10)

Be open minded and show concern for all;
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11)

Act as a liaison between students,
faculty and administration;

12)

Help students see the "big picture"
regarding the yearly calendar of events;

13)

Be a trusted friend;

14)

Don't allow personal problems to intrude
in the form of a mood swing.

"The list is long, the challenge is great, but good
activity coordinators are determined to lighten the load for
advisors and student leaders.

Remember, a good activity

coordinator teaches by example" (Nikiel, 1987).
A survey conducted by the writer (see Chapter III)
identified the areas of responsibility of an activity
coordinator of a representative student activities program in
a AAA-size high school in the state of Washington.

The

activity coordinator position which is half-time or greater
should assume authority and responsibility for the
management, coordination, and supervision of the following
(also see Appendix A):
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REPRESENTATIVE AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

I.

Master Schedule

II.

Evaluation and Selection of Advisors

III. The Organizational Structure of Groups
IV.

Budget and Finance

V.

Student Activities

VI.

Senior Activities

VII. Junior Class Activitie
VIII. Sophomore Class Activities

Many of the above-listed activities could be under the direct
sponsorship of other members of the faculty whose involvement

)

is delegated by the activity coordinator.
Additional duties and responsibilities of the activity
coordinator may extend into the community and other organizations outside of the school.

Hamilton (1988) suggested

that the ideal student activity program will be broadened and
developed for the inclusion of all students.

CHAPTER III

Procedures
The purpose of this study was to develop a handbook for
activity coordinators.

The writer 1) reviewed related

literature, 2) analyzed data collected from a survey designed
to determine the common job responsibilities of activity
coordinators in AAA-size high schools in Washington state,
and, 3) from the same survey, determined who was responsible
for the administration of the student activities programs in
AAA-size high schools in the state of Washington.

An

Educational Research Information Center (ERIC) computer
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search was completed to identify the most up-to-date research
data on the management and administration of the student
activities program.

Procedures used to conduct the study

included:
1.

Design and development of the survey instrument;

2.

Population sample and selection;

3.

Administration of the survey instrument;

4.

Analysis of the data collected.

Design and Development of the Survey Instrument
The instrument used for the collection of data was a
survey questionnaire created by the writer, listing forty
(40) job responsibilities associated with the administration
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of student activities.

These forty (40) job responsibilities

were determined by the experience of the writer, informal
discussions with fellow activity coordinators at the 1989
Washington Activities Coordinator's Association convention,
and by the review of related literature.
Following a review of a variety of different types of
survey response formats, a check-style was selected to allow
the respondents a quick and easy method for completion.
Respondents were first asked to identify the position to
which they were assigned (i.e., principal, assistant
principal, vice principal, full-time activity coordinator,
half-time activity coordinator, less than half-time activity
coordinator, athletic director, other).

The writer gave the

respondent seven (7) possible management selections,
believing that limiting selections would increase the number
of returned survey questionnaires.
This information provided the writer with the
administrative position responsible for the management of the
student activities program in AAA-size high schools in the
state of Washington.

Population Sample and Selection
The population surveyed in the study included the school
person responsible for the management and administration of
the student activities program.

Surveys were mailed to all

seventy-six (76) AAA-size high schools in Washington state.
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According to the Washington Interscholastic Activities
Association handbook, " .•. an AAA high school has a student
population of 1001 and over in grades 10-12" (p. 3).

Administration of the Survey Instrument
Questionnaires were distributed by mail.

The writer

included a cover letter explaining the purpose of the study
along with general instructions for completion of the
questionnaire (see Appendix Band C).

The length of the

questionnaire was three one-sided pages.
A self-addressed, stamped envelope accompanied the
questionnaire to increase the probability of participant
response.

Analysis of the Data
Of the seventy-six (76) AAA-size high schools surveyed,
fifty-four (54) of the participants (71%) completed and
returned the questionnaire.

The study determined that

twenty-five (25) respondents were assistant principals,
twenty (20) were half-time activity coordinators; eight (8)
were less than half-time activity coordinators, and one was
an athletic director who was responsible for administration
of non-athletic student activities (see Appendix B).
The survey also determined the common job-related
responsibilities of activity coordinators in AAA-size high
schools in the state of Washington.

Using this information,
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the writer was able to produce a handbook for activity
coordinators.

The handbook provided organization and a

starting place to manage and administer a high school student
activities program.

It became evident during the development

of this handbook that it would be to the advantage of the
activity coordinator undertake the development of a handbook
for club advisors and, in turn it would be to the club
advisors advantage to produce a handbook for their students.
This prototype for activities coordinator can provide a
structure, focus, and chain of command for the student
activities program.

This prototype may be changed in any

way, as each high school or school district might choose.

CHAPTER IV

Chapter IV is the actual "Handbook for High School
Activities Coordinators."

The Handbook is a separate

appendage.
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CHAPTER V

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Summary
Washington state, through the legal authority given to
the Washington Interscholastic Activities Association (R.C.W
28A.58.115, Common School Manual, p. 14), through laws
governing funding and student participation, recognized the
existence of school-sponsored student activity programs.

The

National Association of Secondary School Principals has a
non-athletic student activities office that deals primarily
with the administration and management of student activity
programs.

Originally, the student activities program was

managed by various coaches and advisors.

Today, however, the

responsibility of training, advising, managing, and
coordinating these various activities and organizations falls
into the hands of the activity coordinator.

It is this

person that makes the student activity program a success or a
failure.
As many high school activity coordinators have little or
no formal training for their position, the purpose of this
study was to develop a handbook for activity coordinators.
The writer recognized that this resource could add
substantially to an activity coordinators chances for
successful management of the student activities program.
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handbook provided an outline, direction, and source of
references that will enable the coordinator the opportunity
to be better more quickly, at what they do.

Conclusions
Although a great deal of literature specifically
discussed how student activity programs should be managed was
not discussed, the material available was concise and useful.
In stressing the importance of being organized and of the
need for a good role model, the old adage, "Leaders are born,
not made," may be true to the extent that certain types of
people seem to fill leadership roles well.

However, a good

activity coordinator needs additionally to be trained in the
techniques of working with people, getting organized, and
managing a successful! activities program.
From the related literature and the survey results, the
following conclusions were made:
1)

Research cited in Chapter II indicated that managing

student activities is the legal responsibility of the school
district, is an ongoing process that activity coordinators
must commit to, and the management of the student activities
program must include an understanding of people as well as an
understanding of management.
2)

The writer's experience and observation suggested

that many school personnel lacked the training necessary to
manage a student activities program.

An activity

coordinator's handbook may help to remedy this situation.
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3)

During the preparation of the handbook the writer

realized that it was to the advantage of the activities
coordinaor to provide advisors with a handbook unique to
their activity.
4)

The writer concluded from the survey that the

management of the activity program in AAA-sized high school
in Washington state is being assigned to vice-principals.
5)

Data from the survey indicated that many student

activity events are being delegated to faculty advisors.

Recommendations
As a result of the preceding conclusions, the following
recommendations were made:
1)

Colleges, and universities, in conjunction with the

Washington State Interscholastic Activities Association,
should develop training programs, workshops, instructional
activities and courses which are designed to emphasize the
management of student activities.
2)

Activity coordinators need to prepare a handbook

unique to their particular institution.

The handbook needs

to be kept current.
3)

Advisors needed a handbook unique to their

particular student activity.

This handbook should be

prepared by either the advisor or the activity coordinator or
jointly.
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4)

A student handbook needed to be developed to

emphasize guiding students in the successful participation in
the student activities program.

The writer recommends the

following minimum information be included:

5)

a)

A constitution;

b)

committee assignments;

c)

a roster with phone numbers of members;

d)

a master calendar of activities and events;

e)

a parliamentary procedure chart;

f)

guidelines for leadership; and

g)

other items unique to the group.

Activity coordinators whose role may require the

appointment of faculty advisors, needed to develop an
in-service training program to focus attention on the role
and responsibilities of the faculty advisor.
6)

The school administration needed to be involved in

the student activities program in ways that demonstrate
interest, caring, and sharing.
7)

The writer has recommended that additional studies

be conducted with regard to the management and administration
of the high school activities program.
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I.

MASTER SCHEDULE

A.

B.

C.

Summer
1.

Student Dance Calendar

2.

Student Handbook

3.

Student Calendar

4.

A.S.B. Schedule

5.

Parent Handbook

Fall
1.

Homecoming Festivities

2.

Senior Announcements

3.

Yearbook Sales

4.

Booster's Club Auction and Crabfeed

5.

In-service Meeting for Advisors

6.

Sophomore Class Elections

7.

Identification Cards

8.

Senior Responsibility

9.

Pictures - Senior, Underclass

10.

Fundraising Schedule

11.

Student/Staff Recognition Schedule

12.

Open House

Winter
1.

Sadie Hawkins

2.

Caps, Gowns, and Announcements

3.

Athletic Events, Half-Time Performances

4.

Registration for Second Semester
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D.

E.

II.

Spring
1.

Commencement

2.

Vespers

3.

Senior Activities

4.

Diplomas

5.

A.S.B. Elections

6.

Senior Awards Dessert

7.

Tolo Dance

Annually
1.

Daily Bulletin

2.

Weekly Calendar

3.

Monthly Calendar

4.

Field Trips

Evaluation and Selection of Advisors

III. The Organizational Structure of Groups
A.

A.S.B. Government

B.

Student Clubs

C.

Advisory/Boosters Groups

D.

Orchestra

E.

Band

F.

Choral Groups

G.

Student/Staff Recognition Program

H.

Wellness Committee

I.

Staff Development Committee
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IV.

V.

VI.

Budget and Finance
A.

A.S.B. Budget

B.

Purchase Order Procedures

C.

Club Budgets

D.

Student Activities Budget

Student Activities
A.

Activities Calendar

B.

Open House

C.

Elections

D.

Assemblies

E.

Awards Dessert

F.

Plays

G.

Dances

H.

Concerts

I.

Homecoming

J.

In-School Vendors

K.

Pictures

L.

Handbooks

M.

Newspaper

N.

Yearbook

0.

Video-Yearbook

Senior Activities
A.

Organization

B.

Commencement

C.

Staff Assignment Responsibilities
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D.

Senior Week

E.

Senior Breakfast

F.

Senior Ball

G.

Senior Party

H.

Announcements

I.

Diplomas

J.

Caps and Gowns

K.

Finances/Fundraisers

L.

Senior Talent Show

VII. Junior Class Activities
A.

Master Schedule

B.

Organization

C.

Sadie Hawkins Dance

D.

Finances/Fundraisers

VIII. Sophomore Class Activities
A.

Master Schedule

B.

Organization

C.

Finances/Fundraisers

APPENDIX B
LETTER OF EXPLANATION
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Dear Participant:
During the past year, I have be e n completing my administrative internship in the Kent School District.
As the
Activities Coordinator at Kentridge High School, I am
presently working on a project to complete my master's degree
from Central Washington University.
As part of my studies, I am surveying Activities Coordinators
in "AAA" size high schools throughout Washington. My purpose
is to prepare a handbook that will be of use to all
Activities Coordinators and/or those responsible for the
administration of student activities.
The title of my
project is "A Handbook for Activities Coordinators."
The objectives of this survey are to:
(1)

identify the common job responsibilities of the
activities coordinator, and

(2)

determine, who, if not the Activities Coordinator,
is responsible for the supervision of these various
jobs.

In order to prepare a professional document which can be of
meaningful value, I need your help.
I am asking you to take
five (5) minutes to share your knowledge and expertise by
completing and returning the enclosed questionnaire.
Please
read the directions carefully, then indicate your responses
on the questionnaire.
Return it in the enclosed envelope.
I
must receive all completed questionnaires no later than June
1, 1989.
Your response will be combined with those of other survey
participants. No respondent will be identified with his or
her individual answers.
If you would like a copy of my
project, please contact me in the Fall of 1989 and I will be
happy to send it to you.
Thank you for sharing your time, knowledge, and experience.
Sincerely,

Doug Helgeson
Activities Coordinator
Kentridge High School
12430 SE 208th
Kent, WA 98031

APPENDIX C
SURVEY INSTRUMENT
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Questionnaire
Please indicate the position to which you are assigned:
I.

Circle the best response:
Principal - O
Vice Principal -- 25
Assistant Principal - 0
Full time Activities Coordinator - 0
Half time Activities Coordinator - 20
Less than half time Activities Coordinator - 8
Athletic Director - 1
Other~ please specify

- 0

II.
Listed below are forty (40) -selected job responsibilities
associated with student activities. Please identify the person in
your organization responsible for the administration of these jobs.
Example:
If the a.cti vi ties coordinator is responsible for the
supervision of Student Elections, please place an "X" in the column
labied "Activities Coordinator". If a class advisor is responsible
for the supervision of Student Elections, please place an "X" in
the column labled "Other, please specify 11 , and w.rite in II class
advisor".
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I_I lOI_I_I 20 I 8 I 8 I 8 I Advisor
·Leadership Class _ _ _ _ __ __ j_Sl_!.Il_l_llll_B_I_I_I
Readerboard
- - - -- - - -- - ,_._,_11_1_1]J!_,_8_,_3_1_1
Homecoming Activities
I_I lBI_I_I 20 I 21~-115 !Advisor
Spring BBQ
,_,_4j_l_l_!Lj_2_1_1_1
Spring Special Week
I_I 4I_I __ I 8_1 l_l_l 5 !Advisor
Interhigh Leadership
I__I BI_I_I 11_1 8 I_I 4 !Advisor
Fundraising
l_l~l_l_l..?Q__I_I_LI_I
Pop/Candy Machines _ __ _ __ _

32.

Purchase Orders for Activities
Not Including Athletics

33.

Selection of Advisors

34.

Constitution Revision

35.

Lunchtime Activities

36.

Frosh/Soph Orientation

37.

Under Class Pictures/ID

38.

39.

Advisor Evaluation
Community News Letters/PR

4 0.

Blood Drive________ l_l_ul_l_l~I-B_l_l_7_I Advison

41.

Other
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Other
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